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Submerge

“
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The voice of the sea speaks to the soul.
Kate Chopin
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Overview

This story charts how our
relationship with water is evolving
and often contradictory; we seek
out blue spaces for relaxation,
yet anxiety about the precarity of
water, too much or too little,
informs everything, from fiction to
urban planning.
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there are also underlying
anxieties that feed into
this story. Against a
background of rising
sea levels and the risk of
flooding, there is a new
impetus to stop fighting
and controlling water and
instead adopt less invasive
approaches. This is the
argument proposed for
sponge cities, designed
to absorb and capture
rainwater through
innovative planning.
Other architecture
plays on aquatic riffs,
as with the Australian
Underwater Discovery
Centre designed by Baca
Architects, shaped like
a whale rising above the
water, or the Xingxiang
Cultural Tourism Centre
in China, designed by
Mathieu Forest Architecte
and Zone of Utopia. Here,
nine partially frosted
blocks resemble stacks of
ice cubes. And many new
architectural graduates
are addressing the reality

of rising sea-levels in
their work. For example,
Glasgow School of Art
(GSA) graduate Robert
Forsyth’s project, Thesis,
explores the impact of
the climate crisis through
an imagined development
of submerged postindustrial ruins in
Glasgow, Scotland.
Concerns around
increasingly unpredictable
weather patterns also
feed into the growing
popularity of climate
fiction (cli-fi), another
driver for this story.
There has always been a
fascination with kingdoms
underneath the sea,
hence the appeal of the
Atlantis myth. But this
has intensified in recent
years as jitters grow.
Cli-fi has a role to play
in the way we process
our collective worries
about climate change
and acts as a fictionalised
way to understand
and make sense of the

abstract science theories
behind climate change
predictions. There’s
evidence that the genre
is being taken more
seriously; The New
Wilderness by Diane
Cook was shortlisted for
the Booker Prize in 2020,
Bewilderment by Richard
Powers, in 2021. Some
enterprises also seem to
be directly inspired by
science fiction, as with
the Proteus project, an
underwater scientific
and exploration station
that Jules Verne would
have loved.
These environmental
anxieties are being played
out on catwalks too.
For AW 2022, Demna for
Balenciaga followed up
on an apocalyptic 2020
collection which featured
models paddling through
a flooded runway. For
2022, displacement and
exposure to the elements
were referenced. Part of
design label Botter’s
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The experiences of the
last two years have
highlighted the important
links between wellbeing
and green spaces. Now
the benefits of blue
spaces are being explored
scientifically. Recent
research points to the
health benefits, including
relieving stress and
encouraging exercise,
of time spent by and
in water. BlueHealth, a
pan-European initiative,
promotes the development
of blue infrastructure to
encourage blue spaces
in urban planning
and design. As public
swimming baths closed
during the pandemic,
some people turned to
swimming in the sea and
rivers as an antidote to
lockdown. This habit has
persisted, supported by
suggestions that it can
relieve depression, reduce
inflammation and increase
feel-good brain chemicals.
Along with the positive
associations with water,

“

“
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Along with the positive associations
with water, there are also underlying
anxieties that feed into this story.
Against a background of rising sea
levels and the risk of flooding, there
is a new impetus to stop fighting and
controlling water but instead adopt
less invasive approaches.

manifesto is to care for
the Caribbean Sea and
its precious ecosystems;
the brand sent models
down the catwalk in scuba
masks and diving hoods
for SS 2022. Saul Nash
featured water spirits in
the form of mermaids on
zip up tops and trousers,
while Scarlett Yang’s labgrown, glass-like dress
was made from from algae
extract that melts in water
within a day. In a similar
vein but with strong
elements of protectionism,
London College of
Fashion graduate Shuhan
Zhou’s collection had an
unmistakably dystopian
feel to it.
Visually, this story
explores the physical
qualities of water,
referencing the refracted,
rippled effects of looking
into the sea. Materials are
water marked, evoking
tidal patterns. Reflections
bounce off surfaces,
echoing the effects of light

distortion on water, while
wet look surfaces add to
the idea of looking into
a pool. Glass is painted,
opaque and frosted, or
undulating, as with Lisa
Cahill’s homages to the
beauty of the ocean,
Undercurrents and
Flow. Aquatic life is also
referenced in ceramics by
Toni Losey, whose work is
inspired by coral reefs and
nudibranchs (soft bodied
marine molluscs often
referred to as sea slugs).
Other materials are
directly sourced from
the sea; especially shells,
algae and seaweed. With
water as the influence,
glass, translucent
materials and reflective
finishes are all instinctive
choices. Look to Sogon
Kim’s Submarine project,
the glass capturing
moments of reaction
between materials. Or
Duffy London’s Abyss
table, a study of depth
in layers of wood and

glass. Practical human
responses to water
inspire buoyant and
water repelling materials,
from eco-neoprene to
transparent biodegradable
thermoplastics in
voluminous shapes.
Surfaces and patterns
capture fluids in motion,
while Aquaflage (water
camouflage) inspires
print and introduces a
contrasting urban note.
In a narrow blue-green
palette, the harmonies
are evident. Inspired by
fantasy Aegean blues,
True Turquoise and
Atlantis are the powerful
core of the group, with
Blue Wash adding a softer
note. These dynamic
blues are offset by the
greenish greys of tributary
waterways in Riverweed
and Ever Grey. With inky
depth, Marine and Deep
Viridian anchor the group.
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Surface

Clockwise from top left: HagenHinderdael | Twine | Photo Anders Gramer; Flavie Audi | Hydro Rock 2021 | Ora et Labora at Tristan Hoare Gallery | Photo Ben Westoby; Fashion in Motion, V&A |
Photo Malcolm Park; Jeff Zimmerman | Glass sculptures in blue-mirrored finish | Photo Joe Kramm, courtesy of R & Company; Weez & Merl
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Clockwise from top left: Moreno Schweikle | Oasis | Photo Pim Top; Alisha Phichitsingh, THE EMPTY DINNER | Presence Lamp, Dukhan collection; J McDonald | Terrace Mirror | MELT exhibition by
ADORNO at HNH Gallery | Photo Aleko-Syntelis; Yu Cai | Eternal Ephemerality | Photo Annie Lai; Juliette Berthonneau | Bouncing Patterns | VITA LENTA curated by Finemateria, commissioned
by Isola Design District; Calypso Photo; Finn Rush-Taylor Studio x MLLN

